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Editorial
Hello, Bonjour, Hola, and Howdy!

This being the part of the year (I hesitate to call it Summer)
when most of us go a-travellin’, I imagine you’ll be reading this
issue on your return from Foreign Parts.  I trust all went well
and that the excellence of the diving was excelled only by the
power of your pictures...

What have we dug out of the old barrel-bottom for you this
time?  Well, a nice mix of the familiar and unfamiliar, I think;
it was great to find an article penned by Alan James describ-
ing how he took his winning Open Print picture, and at the
same time we welcome a newcomer to these pages in the shape
of Seaford Photographic Society’s own Paul West.  He writes
tellingly of the deadly perils of dust and pollen.

We have a selected couple of monthly meeting reports from
Mr. Andy Clark, of whom more in the December issue, as well
as a thought-provoking piece by that well-known Man-About-
the- Caymans, Dr. Alex Mustard.  Jeremy Cuff wings his way
homeward with the first part of a lengthy report on diving
Ningaloo in a fortnight.

July’s Splash-In down in Plymouth takes pictorial pride of
place, of course, doing nothing at all to scotch the debate
over digital vs. film in the quality of the photographs presented
and taken there on the day.  A revelation, as always, and a
reminder to me to get that damned drysuit mended.

Yours in the bar,

Pat Morrissey
Editor
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Photographing Ningaloo in a Fortnight!
by Jeremy Cuff

A fortnight to dive and photograph western Australia’s
excellent Ningaloo Reef from Coral Bay and Exmouth. Was it
enough? Of course it wasn’t!

It had been a long held ambition of mine to visit Ningaloo Reef
in western Australia, a 260 km fringing reef system that
stretches from North West Cape at the tip of the Cape Range
peninsula south to an area close to Amherst Point, south of
the remote holiday resort of Coral Bay.

Unlike the Great Barrier Reef, Ningaloo is close to the shore
for the vast majority of its length, visible from the deserted
beaches of the Cape Range National Park and Coral Bay. It’s
also less well known - when telling non-diving friends about
our upcoming diving trip to Australia, most assumed that we
were going to the Great Barrier Reef. They hadn’t heard of
Ningaloo. Amongst the diving fraternity, however, Ningaloo is
now well and truly on the map since the discovery of the annual
whale shark visitations in the early 90’s.

To reach Ningaloo, we travelled to western Australia’s capital
city of Perth with Singapore Airlines who we found to be
sympathetic and helpful with the large amounts of camera
equipment in our hand luggage. The flight from London to
Singapore is in excess of twelve hours. The onward flight to
Perth is another five hours.

We opted to drive up to Ningaloo, which is a great experience
if you have the time. It also gives the traveller an indelible
impression of the sheer vastness of Australia as one passes
through  mile  after  mile  of   uninhabited  outback,  especially
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north of Geraldton. If time is short, it’s also an option to fly
up from Perth to Ningaloo, to Learmonth Airport near Exmouth.
Whether by road or by aeroplane, the journey is about 1200
km, more if you take detours.

Diving is busy at Coral Bay and Exmouth throughout April. It’s
the Whale Shark season from late March to June and the
April school holidays bump up the numbers to full capacity as
many families head up from Perth and other areas of the
southwest. Booking in advance for both the diving and
accommodation is essential, particularly in Coral Bay.

For us, the original attraction of visiting Ningaloo was the
annual influx of Whale Sharks, but more research into the
area told us that any prospective dive traveller could be
rewarded with, well, almost anything! Whale Sharks,
Wobbegongs, Manta Rays, Reef Sharks, Turtles, Dugongs,
Dolphins and Humpback Whales are all features of most travel
literature and diving websites. Surely there must be a catch?

There isn’t really a “catch”, but Ningaloo is seasonal and it’s
important to “do your homework”, ask questions and give
yourself as much time as possible in the area. There are also
differences between the southern and northern areas of the
reef. And timing is everything – we met a diver who was visiting
Ningaloo for the second time. He didn’t see a Whale Shark on
his first visit. The reason was because he turned up in
November! He was four months too early. He hadn’t done his
homework.

We chose to dive with Exmouth Diving who conveniently have
bases in both Coral Bay and Exmouth itself. We found them to
be friendly, helpful and professional. Of the boats, “VFB”
(Very Fast Boat) at Coral Bay isn’t ideal for photographers,
especially when full, with  no  dry  areas  except  for  a  tiny
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cupboard. Tim, the skipper, was very accommodating to us by
helping to store the cameras safely and will wait for film
changes before moving off to the next site.

The other boats, such as those used for the Whale Shark
adventures, the North Reef safaris from Coral Bay and the
Muiron Islands from Exmouth are larger with dry areas that
make handling cameras easier. At Exmouth, one of the skippers,
Steve Gibson, is an accomplished underwater photographer
and keen to assist anyone with cameras. Also, there are no
camera rinses for large housings, such as my Subal/F100 set-
up.

Our first taste of Ningaloo was at Coral Bay, a small, remote
and pleasant resort towards the southern end of the reef.
The Exmouth Diving shop is located in the shopping centre
where all divers gather to “check in” and load their gear onto
the minibus for a short ride to the boats, which are moored
just off the beach. There’s no jetty, so everyone has to help
and wade out to the boat with tanks and equipment.

Most of the dive sites of Coral Bay are relatively shallow and
Lottie’s Lagoon is no exception. It’s a flat sandy area littered
with coral heads that is more suited to macro photography. It
was here that we made our first acquaintances with the
endemic Sailfin Catfish. It’s a distinctive fish with a blackish
or dark chocolate brown colouration. It’s an infuriatingly
difficult subject to photograph – its dark colouration causes
the auto focus to search, it’s constantly on the move and is
seldom completely in the open, more often underneath a ledge
where positioning strobes is awkward – so although commonly
encountered, it’s rare that a really good image of the species
is captured. I certainly didn’t get anything that I was pleased
with.

Gregarious Striped Catfish are also fairly common on the reefs
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of Ningaloo. We discovered a group of adults in a small hole at
Lottie’s Lagoon. They responded to our close attentions by
stirring up a fog of fine sand, rendering good photography
almost impossible. The juveniles of the species, however,
present easier opportunities as they can often be found
(certainly at the time of our visit) in tightly packed groups. To
help matters, these groups can be corralled into more suitable
positions by a photographer’s hand and sometimes swim in
the relatively open water, particularly where the reef adjoins
a sandy area.

Big Blue, Canyon and Asho’s Gap are impressive reef dives
with immense coral structures dominating the underwater
scenery. There are reputedly around 130 species of coral in
this area alone. Particularly memorable were the stag, brain
and cabbage corals.  On these sites we encountered large
mixed schools of trevally and barracuda. Other logbook
additions included sailfin catfish, octopus, scorpionfish,
spangled emperors and even a northern wobbegong. There
are also shark cleaning stations to visit where, most commonly,
grey reef sharks can be found, although it’s very difficult to
get really close unless you spend the whole dive there.

For photographers, the dives that return to the same starting
point are the easiest as you can hang back from the non-
photographers if good subjects are found. For “A to B” dives
such as from Big Blue to Canyon it’s much more difficult for
photographers to concentrate as you’re forced to dive at the
pace of the group in order to reach the destination mooring.

Heike’s Ledge (also spelt Hicker’s or Hiker’s depending on
the dive staff you ask!) is an excellent dive site on the outside
of Ningaloo Reef, facing the open ocean. It’s an area that isn’t
frequently dived as the conditions have to be right – often the
swells, currents and surges prevent safe diving. It consists of
a sandy expanse, home to stingrays and blue spotted rays and



a series of ledges and overhangs that are home to a profusion
of reef inhabitants.

Large groupers skulk in the shadows as baitfish move in unison
to threats real or imagined. Moray eels, schooling snappers,
octopus and cuttlefish were some of the highlights. From a
photographic point of view, any lens set-up would be suitable
at Heike’s, as there are plenty of all kinds of subjects, although
I regretted taking my 105mm macro which was very tricky
because of the surge.

The Porites is a seldom visited dive site, a fair distance north
of Coral Bay. We likened the experience to “diving in cobwebs”.
The visibility was quite poor here, but it wasn’t due to
suspended sand particles, it was “food” particles – the sort of
organic broth that Mantas seek out. As we kitted up, a Manta
passed close to the boat, but we didn’t see any once in the
water.

The site itself consists of coral ledges and bommies peppered
with holes and crevices that are home to large groupers and
sweetlips. An octopus and several species of nudibranch
completed our list from this interesting site. And we knew
that Mantas were not far away!

Manta Ray interaction tours are run all year round from Coral
Bay and are extremely worthwhile. A spotter plane is deployed
to pinpoint the location of the Mantas, guiding the skipper to
within snorkelling distance of these huge marine behemoths.
Occasionally, however, the services of the spotter plane aren’t
necessary, as the crews will visit known cleaning stations that
the Mantas are known to frequent.

When Mantas are located, the basic procedure is to get kitted
up with masks, snorkel and fins on, camera in hand. If the boat
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is full, there will be two groups who will take it in turns to
swim with the Mantas. One of the crew acts as a spotter and
will enter the water first and locate the Mantas, indicating
their position by a raised arm. The skipper then signals to the
snorkellers to enter the water and swim towards the raised
arm, ideally by sliding in rather than crashing, as excessive
noise and splashing is disliked by the Mantas.

Of our two Manta interaction tours, the experiences were
quite different. The first time was a literally breathtaking,
full speed swim after a pair of fast swimming Mantas in murky
visibility. Duck diving towards the Mantas isn’t allowed,
although it’s the last thing on your mind when swimming at full
speed.

I used a fisheye lens, which created a difficult challenge in
conveying the size of the animals when photographed from
several metres above. I chose shutter priority of 1/160th to
freeze the movement of the Manta itself and that created by
my frantic swimming.

For our second Manta interaction, we found a single specimen
at a cleaning station. It was in deeper water than the first
trip, and looked tiny through the fisheye lens. It was however
a superb experience to see this incredible animal cruising
beneath us, completely unconcerned by our presence.

Then, without warning, it suddenly took off. We swam after it
but it soon circled back to the cleaning station and resumed
its tranquil soaring. Back on the boat we learned of the reason
for its fright – a large Tiger Shark had swum right beneath
us. None of us in the water saw it!

(This is just part 1 of Jeremy’s fascinating guide to Ningaloo,
folks; part 2 will follow next issue.)

See pages 18 and 19 for some of Jeremy’s pictures



Social Change
by Alex Mustard

Digital photography is a hot topic at BSoUP meetings at the
moment. Recently we have had a number of excellent technical
talks on how to get the most from this new technology and
between presentations there has been plenty of bar banter
with members batting tips and jargon back and forth at high
speed. I want to take a different approach in this article and
take a look at the social changes that digital has brought to
our consuming passion.

Just a couple of years ago, being the only underwater
photographer on a dive-boat could get you the sort of dirty
looks that you might expect if you were about to take your pet
Crown-of-Thorns Starfish down diving with you. Just about
every diver you’d meet would have at least one story of an evil
photographer they have dived with who crunched coral and
stressed fish, and they were quick to label us all as reef
destroyers. Attitudes are different now simply because these
other divers are now camera carriers too. Compact digitals
are everywhere and since we are no longer the minority we
are no longer frowned upon.

It may be nice for us, but this change of attitude doesn’t help
the coral. Some photographers are still causing needless
damage and with so many divers distracted by their cameras
the potential for impact is obviously greater. You may be
surprised to learn that marine scientists have already made
several studies specifically into the impact of photographers
on coral reefs and their peer-reviewed papers include
recommendations such as “banning access to users thought to
do the most damage… photographers”. You have been warned!
Divemasters cannot be expected to police the reef
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continuously. There is only one person who is with us on every
dive. It is inexcusably our responsibility.

Away from the water the impact of digital has caused big
ripples in the social hierarchy of diving clubs and underwater
photography societies (BSoUP thankfully has escaped
compared to others I hear about around the world). Some
well-respected film shooters seem irrationally prejudiced
against the new technology, presumably because they fear it
undermines their long-standing authority and photographic
knowledge. Surely they should know better than most that
digital lingo cannot change the laws of physics. Underwater
photography is taking pictures underwater. Recently I was
working with a couple of older American photographers, whose
work I have enjoyed and respected since I was a kid, and I
was shocked by their blinkered view of digital. They didn’t
seem at all excited by the new types of images that could be
produced by digital technology, and sadly it seemed would
have been much happier if digital had never happened.

Advocates of digital can be just as bigoted and constantly laud
its strengths, seemingly oblivious that great images can still
be taken on film. Just as they’ve always been. And if anyone
argues against them their defence is an impenetrable (kelp)
forest of jargon. These pixel pushers can be even worse on
dive boats thrusting their LCD screen in everyone’s face, while
telling the world how their camera is the latest model, available
only from the factory gates in Japan. I have often noted that
the photographer who talks endlessly about the capabilities
of their new camera seems the least able to exploit them. As
with many things in life most sensible people fall in the middle,
but the views of the silent majority are not always heard above
the extremists.

In general, though, digital isn’t a tale of discontent and has
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done much to unite the underwater photography community in
a way that has been missing for many years. More than 30
years ago, when joining BSoUP, new members would receive a
copy of the Society’s Data Book - a treasure trove of technical
know-how (I wish I could still get a copy). Photographers back
then were united against common problems; a major aim in the
days before underwater wide angle lenses, was photographing
a diver, full length in the low visibility UK waters. But as off-
the-shelf kit became more capable the photographers main
enemy was no longer the conditions or the equipment but other
photographers. Tips became closely guarded secrets.
Knowledge was hoarded, not shared.

Digital has brought back the altruistic spirit to underwater
photography as we are once again united against a common
enemy. No, not the Judean People’s Front, but getting to grips
with the new technology. Instead of a data book that is
circulated round London, we use websites, such as
Wetpixel.com, to share our knowledge, ideas and experiments
with photographers from around the world. I can’t tell you
how long this sharing culture will last, and it will undoubtedly
fade, as the digital gremlins are defeated. But I can recommend
getting involved; there is much to learn and at the same time
you’ll get a feel for the pioneering spirit of the early days of
BSoUP.

Dive 2005, Birmingham, 29th - 30th October

Once again we will have a stand at Dive 2005 at the NEC,
Birmingham. We have a few free entry tickets available
for members who are willing to spend a couple of hours
helping out on the stand.

If you are interested, please contact Martin Davies at
martin@martindavies.org.uk
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             BSoUP Speakers 2005/6

September 21st
Photo Techniques: Photography Down Under  Simon Brown
Focus On: The world in our hands (a land or uw picture

depicting the perils facing the sea)
Main Event: The power of a picture Carole Harris

October 19th
Photo Techniques: Monochrome JP Trenque
Annual Event: Focus On Final
Annual Event: Best of British Portfolio Competition
Main Event: TBA

November 16th
Annual Event: Annual General Meeting
Annual Event: Beginner’s Portfolio Competition
Main Event: Image critique session Peter Rowlands

December 21st
Annual Event: Open Portfolio Competition
Annual Event: Christmas party

January 18th, 2006
Main Event: Photoshop workshop, part 1
Focus On: My best two images of 2005
Main Event: Photoshop workshop, part 2

Please note that the programme may change without prior notice –
please check the website for the latest details.

Advertising in In Focus

Colour: back cover £75
full page inside £60
shared half-page £33

Black & white: full page inside £35
half-page £21



Dust and Pollen – the Scourge of Digital
SLR’s
by Paul West (Seaford Photographic Society)

I have now owned four DSLRs (Digital Single Lens Reflex) in
as many years, perhaps not entirely through my own choice.
During this time I have encountered one particular problem,
namely dust on the sensor - or in the outdoor photographer’s
case it is just as likely to be pollen - the bane of my life and
those whose style is similar to mine will also suffer on a regular
basis.

One problem we all have is the difficulty in seeing it.  Just
looking at the sensor itself will not help at all, even with a
magnifying glass, as most of the dust is just too small!  If you
are into macro photography the problem will be magnified
with every image you produce, appearing as dark blotches or,
when set against a plain blue or grey sky within, say, a
landscape, as black or grey dots across the image.

Well, how does it get onto the sensor in the first place?  Those
who have digital cameras with permanently fixed lenses will
be able to smile to themselves with some satisfaction now, as
the sensors are completely sealed.  This includes the excellent
DSLR “styled” cameras that have hit the market in the last
eighteen months that have so many of the attributes of their
full-blown bigger brethren with fully interchangeable lenses.

This advantage is shared with film SLR cameras, the most
suitable lens for the job to hand, without the worry of the
introduction of dust to the sensor.  You see, just as dust is
attracted to, say, your TV screen via static electricity, it is
the same with the digital camera sensor.
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 Jeremy Cuff: Ningaloo Visions        

Threadfin Pearl Perch
Frogmouth
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              (See p.5 for his report)

Tassled Wobbegong

Striped Catfish
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So, what can we do to reduce the risk?  That’s all we can do –
reduce the risk.  It is impossible to eliminate the problem
totally with the present state of technology,  although I
understand there is a manufacturer who has produced a self
cleaning sensor!  I don’t know how good it is though.

1. Keep the time changing lenses to a minimum.
2. If the lens happens to be off for a while, ensure the

body cap is in.
3. During lens changes, keep the body aperture pointing

down when possible.
4. When not in use, keep the camera end of lenses clean as

well as the front.
5. Always try to change lenses in shelter from the breeze,

which may carry dust or pollen.

One of the worst offenders to the attraction of dust and
especially pollen – because of its infinitely tiny size – is the
zoom lens, in particular those bigger telephoto zooms.  Why?
Well, it’s simple if you think about it; zooms act like bellows,
when extending they must suck air in or they would create a
vacuum and along with air will come minute particles of dust
and pollen.  When reducing your zoom lens, the air inside
escapes the same way it came in, but in doing so, there will be
air turbulence inside the lens and therefore into the body
cavity and how our super statically charged sensors just love
it and welcome this new influx of dust with open pixels.

“But!” I can hear you all crying … “I haven’t got any dust on my
sensor … what are you on about?” …. Wrong!

If you have used your camera out doors half a dozen times,
there will almost certainly be some dust on your sensor and
while perhaps not an immediate problem, if left, potentially a
longer term problem.  Why?  Well, a pixel that cannot work
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properly because it’s blocked by a pollen particle for many
months may not work at all when the pollen has been removed
in the future.  Secondly, the longer the particles are left, the
harder they become to remove when eventually cleaning does
take place, it therefore increased the chances of damage to
the sensor when trying to dislodge it.

So, how do you tell if there is dust on the sensor?

1. Put a lens onto your DSLR that can focus to within 30
inches, preferably one with macro facility.

2. Take a pure white, very smooth piece of paper, an A3
smooth gloss photo paper will be tops!

3. Lay it on the floor on a newspaper, stand over with your
camera and focus on the newspaper.

4. Move the lens to view the white paper, it doesn’t matter
if focussing goes off slightly in this move and take a
shot, preferably with a flash to aid exposure.

5. Remove the card with the image on from the camera
and take to your PC.

6. Open the captured white image in Adobe Photoshop (or
similar software).

7. Go to “Image-> Adjustments-> Levels->” and the
histogram will open for you.

8. Take the right-hand (Brightness) slider and move 80%
of the way towards the huge peak you will see in the
centre of the histogram, so bringing the image to peak
brightness.  (The image you see to begin with may well
look grey despite the white paper and flash).

9. Then take the left hand slider (Darkness/Contrast) and
also slide towards the peak in the centre a similar
amount.  The effect of this is to exaggerate the contrast
between the paper and any particles that may be on the
sensor and believe me, you’ll be amazed at what you
find!  Experiment here to get the best out of the
contrasts.



10. It may help to increase the size of image to 100% and
then scroll across and down the image to see the marks.

Well now that we are really depressed, what do we do about
it?  Well every manufacturer will say “Never touch the sensor.
When it needs cleaning, send it to a Canon, Nikon, Fuji,
Olympus, etc., Accredited Service Centre”.  We just couldn’t
even begin to think of that… the cost alone is frightening and
more-so than tackling the problem ourselves and that can be
scary the first time I can assure you.  Nevertheless, within
each camera’s menu there is a facility to enable some sort of
limited cleaning.  You will find instructions in the manual often
on the CD-rom that came with the camera.

I’m not going to advise on which proprietary kit to buy to do
this job and not going to tell you how to do the job, as I don’t
want a pile of writs landing on my doormat.  I will just say
choose a good kit and follow the instructions to the letter.

Never ever think a squirt of compressed air will do the job, it
won’t! Why? Well, I’ve already told you …. static electricity
really hangs on to the dust, plus the very real danger of a drop
of the propellant liquid, getting onto the sensor.  Result – new
sensor!

There are also some very good instructions on reputable web
sites, they will all try to promote their sponsors products
obviously … but there are good tips to be picked up along the
way.  I have tried several of them now all at reasonable prices,
but I have found one, and although it seems somewhat more
expensive than the others, it is the safest and the most
efficient I have ever used and in my opinion the most cost-
effective.

(Continued on p.27)
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BSoUP Splash-In 2005:
CHARLES ERB
had a useful day
out on July 2nd
2005. He came
1st in the
British Prints,
digital Wide-
angle &  digital
Close-up
sections!

All the photos
on this page
were taken by
Charles.
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MARTIN
DAVIES took
1st prize in
the film
Wide-angle
category.

the winners’
enclosure

ALAN JAMES won the
Open Print category
- see p.28 for details...

JEAN
MANSON
won the film
Close-up
section with
this shot.
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For the first time in four years I am now happy that I can
totally remove every particle from my sensor safely, efficiently
and relatively quickly.  The system is by a Canadian company
Visible Dust (http://www.visibledust.com).  I placed and paid
for my order on 3rd March, it arrived on 9th March exactly as
I was told it would!

Recommended sensor cleaning information can be found at
the following sites:-

http://www.robgalbraith.com
http://www.luminous-landscape.com
http://www.fredmiranda.com

Each site is an excellent point of reference for camera reviews,
lenses, batteries, etc., but also great for sharing and admiring
work from like-minded individuals, any one of which could be
you or me.  My favourite for the latter aspect is Fred Miranda’s
site.  Go to the Home Page-> Forum-> scroll down to whatever
takes your fancy as there are so many excellent subjects,
really something for everybody.  I particularly enjoy Nature &
Wildlife, Macro World and Landscapes.

I do hope you find some help and pleasure in these web sites
and that this article will be of some help in determining what
all those little grains of pepper are in the beautiful blue sky
that were definitely not there when you took the shot!

(Many thanks to Mike & Jan Maloney for putting me onto this
interesting article.  Paul may or may not [yet] be a member of
BSoUP but that doesn’t mean his opinion’s  not more than
welcome!  Ed.)



The Cleaning Station
by Alan James

Taking dramatic images of fish interacting with cleaner shrimps
and cleaner wrasse can be exciting and rewarding while
frustrating and very consuming of available dive time. This
short story relates to my approach to working at a single
cleaning station while shore diving in Eriyadu Island in the
north Male Atoll Maldives  during late May 2005.

Together with my partner Heather we had decided to opt for
an unlimited 24 hour shore diving package that would allow us
two hour long shallow dives to enable us to spend more time
on selected subjects.

Once we had checked out the house reef at all five entry
points around the island we soon agreed that for macro and
cleaning station photography the 110 entry point next to our
bungalow would provide all we needed without the efforts of
moving cameras and dive kit to other points around the island
and the dive centre compressor room boys obligingly delivered
tanks to us three times a day at the times we had set on their
notice board.

We have always found that cleaning stations tend to be at
their busiest in the early hours of daylight so our first dive
of the days was always set for six thirty, just after those
beautiful Indian Ocean sunrises.

By day three I had selected a particular section of reef to
concentrate on, it was at a reasonable depth of twenty one
metres,  it was not the shallowest but it had no less than five
cleaning stations that were popular with the large resident
population of vivid red coral trout.

As several dives came and went I realised that the size and
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numbers of cleaner shrimps resident in the cleaning stations
varied dramatically, with the largest holes having many shrimps
that were always small and generally lacking in any colour.

Medium sized stations tended to have fewer but larger and
more colourful cleaner shrimps whilst the smallest station  had
just one mature bright red and white cleaner shrimp  of the
same species that I am quite sure had seen off all of its rivals.
This guy was quite a character that always waited for its
customer on the same high level ledge within its station.

My first observation was that if a coral trout entered the
station and stayed facing inward it would be ignored by the
shrimp and was of no interest to my camera.   Only when it
turned around and facing outwards did the coral trout receive
its required cleaning attention.  My second observation was
that a coral trout that stayed at the bottom of the station was
also ignored.  This rather bossy shrimp demanded that the
trout rise upwards before it would hop on to clean it.

I experimented with my fingers and sure enough they too
were ignored until lifted to the top of the station at which
point the shrimp would hop on and clean my nails.

So here we have a cleaner shrimp that cleans only at the top
of its station on coral trout that must be facing outwards
from it. A rare opportunity to work with an open mouthed
coral trout in a predictable location that worked well for the
camera, I began to achieve some very pleasing images of this
fascinating marine life interaction.

I noticed that by my fifth completed session on this cleaning
station that the coral trout were becoming far more accepting
of my presence at this station to the extent that they were
brushing past my ear to enter into it.  I had been working with
the more candid 105mm macro lens so as not to disturb my
subjects but at this point decided that my next early morning
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session would be completed using a 60mm macro lens to reduce
the water column and create better colour saturation and
definition.

Overnight while reviewing a large number of images taken I
also realised that by selecting the biggest of the cleaner
shrimps I had created better pictures.   I had perhaps been
making the mistake of waiting for the largest coral trout to
compliment it. So the next morning armed with my 60mm lens
and a wealth of hindsight information I returned to my subjects
and waited for the smallest coral trout to brush past my ear,
turn within the station, and rise to the top and present a very
fine and sharp set of teeth to the large shrimp for its
attention.

It probably took just thirty minutes to get this shot in the can
following five fascinating hours of bottom time learning about
my subjects and their potential.  I was delighted with my final
picture and pleased as punch at its recognition by winning the
BSoUP Splash-In Overseas Print competition.

So if you want some exciting cleaning station images, be
prepared to watch and learn more about your chosen subjects
on dive trips where you can return time and time again to
those subjects and I am sure that you will improve greatly on
your original pictures.

TO QUOTE THE OLD CLICHÉS:

                                  EFFORT IN  -  RESULTS OUT

                         -------------------------------
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And spookily enough, herewith are the BSoUP Splash-
In 2005 results for those who put the effort in on
2nd July! Major congrats to all!

‘On the Day’ Digital Close-up 
1st, with 70 points:  Charles Erb, ‘Flatworm’
2nd 28 Sam Bean ‘Gold sinny wrasse’
3rd 37 Cathy Lewis ‘Topknot’

‘On the Day’ Digital Wide-angle
1st 116 Charles Erb ‘Diver in wreck’
2nd 45 Charles Erb ‘Diver with SMB’
3rd 35 Trevor Rees ‘Diver in wreck’

‘On the Day’ Film Close-up
1st 76 Jean Manson ‘Jewel anemones’
2nd 56 Tom Cowan ‘Squat lobster’
3rd 40 Kat Brown ‘Jewel anemones’

‘On the Day’ Film Wide-angle
1st 89 Martin Davies ‘Diver in wreck’
2nd 53 Martin Davies ‘Diver on wall’
3rd 53 Dave Peake ‘Diver in wreck’

‘On the Day’ Creative/Humour
1st 129 Martin Davies ‘Glastonbury ‘05’

Overseas Prints
1st 68 Alan James ‘Coral trout & shrimp’
2nd 42 Alex Mustard ‘Turtle’
3rd 30 Len Deeley ‘Shark & pilot fish’

British Prints
1st 55 Charles Erb ‘Crab’
2nd 54 David Stephens ‘John Dory’
3rd 39 Trevor Rees ‘Crab’
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DAVID STEPHENS
coaxed a lovely pout
from this John
Dory, and came 2nd
in the British Prints
category.

Selected Gems from the Splash-In

....but leave it to
LEN DEELEY to
come up with a
monochrome gem
and come 3rd in
the Open Prints
section!

KAT BROWN,
meanwhile, came
3rd in the film
Close-up category
with this jewel
anemone.
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Nice to see ALEX
MUSTARD showing up
in 2nd place in the Open
Prints section.

(i.e. the Editor’s pick-and-mix)

I just couldn’t
resist Tony
Baskeyfield’s
‘Goggle-eyed
wrasse’, which
came in at 3rd
place in the
Creative/Humour
section!

DAVE PEAKE made
himself useful, too
- his shot of a
diver in a wreck
came 3rd in  the
film Wide-angle
category.
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Monthly Meetings Reports
March Meeting 2005
by Andy Clark
Photo Technique – Wreck Photography On Digital – Ken
Sullivan
Focus On – Theme Portfolio
Main Event – Arctic Adventure – Graham Dickson

Ken’s no stranger to wreck photography.  Indeed, if I were to
find myself needing expert advice on such matters, I’d ask
Ken!  But what Ken is a tad newer to, is wreck photography on
digital.  For the past 12 months, buckling under peer pressure
and fraught with curiosity, Ken has been beavering away with
his newly acquired Fuji S2 Pro in its Sea and Sea housing.
This, together with an array of lenses, ports, digital strobes
and a good deal of patience is helping Ken over those unfamiliar
hurdles and returning him to more familiar ground with more
than acceptable results.
‘It’s like starting all over again!’ Ken confessed and followed
with the favourable list of digital over wet film advantages.
Ken’s steep learning curve has been, and still is, an exciting
one.  With his digital findings, he presented image upon image
of beautiful wrecks and outlined useful info on what the camera
does and doesn’t like and how, when next the opportunity
arises, he will rectify his early mistakes.
‘The principles of wreck photography remain the same,’ he
offered and reminded us of the importance of knowing your
camera and what it will do in every situation.
There are however some situations where digital imagery falls
short of wet film and Ken warns us to exercise caution when
shooting in strong light, ‘many images will burn out.  Digital
doesn’t seem to be able to cope too well with very bright
conditions.’  But (if you momentarily disregard what going
digital will cost you) on the scale of things, you can’t fail to



see the attractions of digital or that Ken is more than happy
with his conversion and content in the knowledge that his
saving on wet film over one year has bought him his housing!
As image after image adorned the screen, Ken confessed to
‘missing not having a box of slides about!’  But equally, announced
that he’ll probably never go back to film.
As with many of you, Ken has discovered a new way to work
and has surrendered to ‘progress’ and accepted that digital is
now the preferred tool.  But one real hassle Ken has
experienced with his photography is not being able to view
the rear image screen underwater properly.  He found he was
having to move the camera around to see all the image and
could rarely view the entire result from one position.  So, in
true Ken style, what did he do?  He designed and built the KS
viewer that attaches onto the rear of the housing (custom
made to fit any model, and available to all) and shows the image
2½ times larger.  Now that’s clever.  But then, that’s Ken!!

The year’s annual Theme Portfolio competition tempted many
of you to exercise careful deliberation when pouring over
your light boxes, or as is more common these days, gazing
wistfully at you computer screens, in a bid to display six of
your best, closely related images.  13 of you offered a pretty
amazing show of vibrancy, mood, subtlety, comedy, specie,
creativity and of course that ever present passionate
commitment to photography.  In 6th place – Peter Rowlands –
with 21 points.  Joint 4th was shared – Heather Hammond and
JP  Trenque – with 26 points.  Just ahead in 3rd place - Jane
Morgan - with 29 points and her entry entitled ‘French
Connection’.  Securing 2nd place – Alan James – with 45 points
and his ‘British Portraits’ entry.  And with the majority vote
and taking 1st place – Alex Mustard – with 51 points and an
enviable selection entitled ‘Rush Hour At Stingray City’.  Alex
also receives the Theme Portfolio Trophy and a cheque for
£100 kindly donated by Ultimate Sports.   Congratulations!
See the winning images at www.bsoup.org
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You’d be forgiven your misconceptions of the Arctic if you
envisage endless expanse of brilliance locked in extreme
temperatures of inescapable desolation.  Graham Dickson would
certainly offer pardon for such inexperience, for this is a
man who visited BSoUP to paint the real picture for us and to
enlighten us of the beauty such an extremity has to afford.
If you have a head for true adventure in a place where the
scenery is constantly changing, where the sun often shines
for 24 hours and just a few feet away your companions may
well be polar bears, narwhals, beluga, walrus and much more,
you could do worse than visit the Arctic on one of Graham’s
expeditions.
The attractions of the Arctic soon became apparent as image
upon beautiful image flicked into life before us.  Far from
desolate, the continent is rich in its support of some of the
most incredible animal life in the world.  Pictures of some of
the most incredible animals, scenery and skies, graced the
screen to the audible pleasure of the audience.  Each of the
images accompanied by some of the most vivid stories of
human/animal interaction that undoubtedly whet many an
appetite.
Graham spoke fondly of the animals of the Arctic and it was
easy to see why they have become such an important part of
his life.  Amongst others:
the beluga whale, social and friendly, actively seek interaction
with humans and are extremely inquisitive.  They may even
accompany you on your dive;
the narwhal male is the tusked one (one in 80 apparently grow
two tusks), while the females and young are more likely to
approach you on your dive to satisfy their curiosity;
walrus (occasionally reported to hunt polar bears in the water!)
are very photogenic but should be treated with caution.  They
are big, can be aggressive and diving with them should only be
done in a cage!  1 % of walrus are reported to be true carnivores
and local legend has it that they can suck the innards from
their favourite prey, the seal;
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the bowhead whale is the most endangered species on
Graham’s list.  Large and slow they make easy targets for
whaling ships.  These playful giants are no stranger to eye
contact or fooling about with your boat;
and finally large polar bears are often found around walrus
colonies for their opportunity to snatch a youngster.  These
should be treated with a great deal of respect as the local
Inuit people will tell you stories of these bears turning from
hunted to hunter!  The safest way to photograph polar bears
is from a boat.
In 1995, National Geographic photographers first
photographed the elusive Greenland shark.  This is the least
known species to visit Graham’s workplace and encounters
are rare but extremely rewarding!
It was clear to see the passion as Graham spoke of his time
spent amongst these creatures, on this continent and with the
Inuit, where nothing stays the same for long.  ‘The Arctic is a
funny place,’ he offered. ‘You’re always waiting for some force
to come and do something.’  There seemed to be a sense of
the spiritual in what Graham spoke of.  His anecdotes of
encounters with the Inuit and his interactions with the animal
life were tangible and must have certainly struck a chord with
many of you present. Clearly, the diving and photographic
opportunities available are incredible, the visibility can be
exceptional and the encounters unforgettable.
Diving can be demanding but you are not always subject to an
overhead environment and diving from the ice floes where
much of the animal life is found is often possible.  Just be
mindful of the effects of such low temperatures on your diving
and camera kit – be prepared!  Oh, and don’t worry if you’re
shooting digital, there is a mobile digital ‘control centre’ to
accommodate you!

If you need further persuasion, visit the Arctic Kingdom
Marine Expeditions web site at www.arctickingdom.com
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June Meeting 2005
by Andy Clark
Focus On – British Marine Life
Main Event – Digital, Why Bother? – Chris Coe

Digital images dominated the Focus On competition entries
for June.  26 of the 30 entered were offered in form other
than conventional and without exception all placings were for
digital images!  Interesting!  6th place – with 18 points – went
to Ken Sullivan.  Alan James took 5th place – with 19 points.
Joint 4th place was shared – both with 24 points - Charles
Hood and his basking shark, and Steve Jones with his jellyfish
image.  Widening the gap, Pedro Vieyra secured 2nd place –
with 36 points – and his shot of jewel anemones, and this
month’s winner with a lead of just 2 points, Alan James with
his seal portrait.  Congratulations!

An interesting debate followed the competition, and perhaps
ironically, when digital images featured so heavily, Chris Coe
took to the floor to question why anyone would even consider
binning conventional photography?  ‘Digital imagery is a
disservice to photography!’   It encourages ‘a snapper mentality’
and raises ‘acceptance of lower standard images!’  Strong stuff!

So, you get instant gratification?  Great!  Are you really able
to see your images properly underwater?  Are you happy to
delete images in such an environment?  Are you actually learning
how to take good images, or are you snap happy? Storage is
much easier?  Is it?  How much easier is it to view, select and
save images to disc than to run a simple filing system with
conventional images?  You may save on real space perhaps, but
not much else!

You save so much time by shooting digital! On a recent shoot
for  the  Botswana  Tourist  Board,  Chris  shot  the  images
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50/50, digital and conventional.  The conventional images took
two days to sort out, the digital took eight days!

Are you a decent photographer or a master manipulator?  Are
you really able to view your images adequately on your PC when
you are only offered the option of viewing them at 72dpi.
How many of you have all your electronic equipment calibrated?
But, in the long run, digital is cheaper, isn’t it?  You may think
so now.  But what happens when your current equipment is
falling behind technology?  What happens when you need to
update hardware and software? How ‘cheap’ is that going to
be?  What happens when technology gets bigger and better?
When are you ever going to stop ‘up grading’?

Maybe, if you ask yourself what you want from your
photography, digital will fit your criteria.  There is certainly
a place for it today; media – sports and press photography,
weddings, family photos, low light and interiors all suit the
digital photographer. Should your criteria require the ability
to utilise a range of speeds, to ensure high image quality,
colour saturation and dynamic range, film will always be the
preferred tool.  Ask yourself: What do I need for punchy
shots? How do I reduce contrast? What will give me control
with granularity? How do I address shadow and highlight
detail?  The answers will always be, ‘choose a film, learn its
characteristics and use it’!  Should you ask yourself the same
questions with regard to digital, the answer will quite simply
be, ‘go into Photoshop’!

So will Chris ever go digital after such a passionate statement
against it?  ‘Probably!  But I won’t sacrifice image quality for
anything!’ ‘Film is 120 years in the production (Fuji are currently
developing a Velvia 100)’, Chris reminded us. ‘What’s the rush?
Digital is in its infancy!’ ‘Stop worrying about what tools you’re
using!  Just get out there and get some great images!’
Be inspired (whatever your tools), visit Chris’s competition
website at www.tpoty.com.  He’s after underwater images!!
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Classifieds
For sale

Nikonos V, 35mm lens, complete with close up kit and Nikon
carrycase and strobe arm with tray.                   £450 ONO.
Contact Tony Baskeyfield  07976 401514.

Nikonos V, 35mm lens, 20mm Nikon lens w/ viewfinder, close-
up lens, 3 macro extension tubes + 4 framers, base plate,
spare O-ring set. All vgc. £550 Phone 0776 460 3657 or email
martha@mtressler.com.  Also Nikon F90x body vgc £225.

Nikonos 15mm wide angle lens and DF-11 viewfinder.  Lens
recently serviced; both in good condition.  £600 ono. Nikonos
V body and 35mm lens (lens hardly used); spares include body
cap, battery, box and 2 sets of O rings. £190 ono.Simon Brown
Contact: simon@simonbrownimages.com

Olympus PT010 (suits C4040, 3040, 3030, 2020
cameras), Epoque 150ES strobe, specially wired for
TTL-like flash, all glass wide angle Epoque DCL-20 lens
(mag. 0.56X), Sea &Sea Macro 1:1 and 1:2 lens/adaptor,
lens caddy, Pelican case, complete - used on one trip
only - £595     Call Paul Ng +44-7710111604 or write to
paulwhng@1webmail.net

Aquatica D100 housing, 8" dome port with shade/neoprene
cover, Straight Port for 105mm lens, Sealux CX80 flash
housing (for Nikon 80DX for TTL operation) with
neoprene cover, 12-24mm lens zoom gear, TLC 3-link
flash arm, Nik cable, Pelican case AND boxed mint cond
Nikon D100, all for £2650 bargain.  Call Paul
+44-7710111604 or e-mail paulwhng@1webmail.net
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Len Deeley is organising a trip to Cocos Island aboard the MV
Sea Hunter between 13th and 26th November 2005. The group
is made up of underwater photographers of various experience
and places are available on the boat if you would like to join us.
Full details can be found on his website at www.imagine-
photography.co.uk

                         -------------------------------

Come the boat, come the trip. M/Y Sherezade is a new boat
built to exacting standards and will be sailing out of Port Sudan.
I am planning a two week trip to southern Sudan between 2nd
and 18th June 2006. Full details of the trip and the boat are
on my website www.imagine-photography.co.uk.
Contact Len Deeley if interested.

                         -------------------------------

(If you’re organizing any photo trips and would like to include
details of them in ‘In Focus’, please let me have them as soon
as possible.  Bear in mind that the magazine aims to appear
each April, August and December, so a little ‘forward planning’
of your own might well be a good idea!

Some people ‘float’ ads like this to see what the level of interest
in a trip is likely to be, so even if that dream trip is only a
gleam in your eye right now it might be worth letting others
know about it.  With any luck, you’ll generate enough interest
to take over that liveaboard!)

Forward planning
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BSoUP CLOTHES from Jane Morgan

We have BSoUP branded clothes available
– in any colour as long as it is navy (T-shirts
also in white), with a smart BSoUP label
over the left breast.

They are for sale at most monthly meetings (if I am there!)
or you can order by post or email and I’ll bring them to the
next meeting or mail them to you for a small extra charge.
We have:
T-shirts £10
Polo Shirts (run large) £15
Sweatshirts (run small) £17
Showerproof jackets £24
(+ £1 for XXL and £2 for XXXL)

  P e t e r  L a d e l l
Phone/fax: 01582 419603     Email: peter@fullimmersionphoto.com

   Custom Underwater Housing Modifications and Accessories

Ports for lenses from Fisheye to 4:1 and most in between, including
zooms.

Ergonomic housing modifications and ports for manufacturer
unsupported lenses custom made to individual requirements.

Viewfinder optical accessory.

Housings for all sizes of Digital camera, and accessories (lens
adaptors, flash units, fibre optic triggers)

Designed and built by UK CMAS World Championship team
member and used by International Award winning Photographers.

Contact PETER LADELL 01582 419603 peter@fullimmersionphoto.com
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BSoUP meets on the third Wednesday of each month at 20.00hrs in the function
room at the Holland Club, Imperial College, London. From South Kensington tube
station take the tunnel to the Museums and Exhibition Road. Continue north and
turn left into Prince Consort Road. Turn into the entrance to the grounds of
Imperial College, walk down the hill and go through the white double doors facing
you into the Holland Club. If you are coming by road, turn into the College grounds
from Exhibition Road, take a parking ticket at the barrier and ask directions to
the Holland Club. When you leave you must pay at the barrier (currently £8.50)
for the evening (after 18.00hrs). Do not arrive before this time as the ‘evening’
parking could cost you £16. Alternatively, there are parking meters in the
surrounding roads which finish at 18.30. Take care as there are also lots of
Residents Only bays which operate all evening. There are bar facilities in the
Club and snacks are available.

HOW TO FIND US
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